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WELCOME TO MJS MAGIC!
We are excited to release our first, interesting issue. We hope you are too!
If you are a person who hates reading magazines and newspapers, well you
shouldn't be, because this magazine will inspire you to read more magazines
like MJS Magic that will be out of this world.
In this issue we will include perfect poems, creative crafts, superb stories,
interesting interviews, quirky quizzes, puzzling puzzles and magnificent MJS
work. Just you watch out for what’s new at MJS Magic.
We hope you enjoy our fantastic first issue.
Martha, Isabella, Rachel, Daisy and Eva.

INTERVIEW WITH MRS ANDERSON

Last week Daisy and Isabella interviewed our very own Mrs Anderson ….turn
to the last page to read what she says about her favourite class and which
LSA and teacher she is terrified to put together…..
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NEW SCRATCH CLUB WITH MR COLMER
This new club runs on a Wednesday after school in Mr Colmer’s room from
3:30—4:30. Anyone, from any year
group can explore and have fun with
Scratch which is a computer game for
children to develop and understand coding.

We spoke with Camron Chini who told
us about his most recent game where
he wears a jetpack and has to fly away
from the blob.....when he touches the
blob it’s GAME OVER!!

Children become technical experts making their own games using resources
from the internet and others building
games from our school instructions (like
the snail trail game).

Martha’s Summer Poem!!!
If you like summer then follow me,
‘Yeah,

I’ll tell you how fun summer can really be!

that’s how
fun
summer
can be!’

Splashing in the pool, looking all cool,
Going camping with your family,
Visiting the beach and seeing the sea,
Yeah, that’s how fun summer can be!

1.

What is the name of the headmaster of Hogwarts ? (Also do all five of the
names).

2.

What are Harry’s mum and dad’s full names?

3.

What are the names of the two divination teachers?

Put your answers in the Magazine Club box outside Miss Anderson’s office.
We will publish the answers in the next issue.
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CRAFT FEATURE
HOW TO MAKE A SAND BOTTLE

Step 1
Find a bottle which is clear and a lid to go with the bottle. Wash the bottle before you do anything.
Step 2
Put sand in the bottle you found.
(Don’t fill the bottle to the top. Only fill a quarter with sand in the bottle).
Step 3
Find any thing from the beach (or garden) to go in the bottle (stones, shells
etc.).
Step 4
Put all the things you found at the beach in your bottle and add your own special things in.
Step 5
Decorate the bottle with sparkly stickers and maybe a ribbon around the top,
don’t forget to make sure sure you can see the things inside your bottle.
P.S Also we would like you to send in photos of your creation of the sand bottle.
Hope it went well
With your sand bottle!

LIST OF EQUIPMENT NEEDED


A clear bottle (like a bubble bath or shampoo
bottle, remember to take the stickers off!).



A lid to go on the bottle.



Things from the beach to put inside the bottle
(sand, stones, sparkly bits).



Decorations for the bottle.
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MAGNIFICENT MJS WORK!
In every issue we are hoping to show off some amazing student’s work. The
idea for this magazine came from the Love of Magazines day we did last year.
During this day Jessica Lewis and Summer Jackson created a fun ‘Turtle
Snaps’ feature and we would love to share this with you.
If you would like your work shown here please put it in our magazine inbox.
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INTERVIEW WITH MRS ANDERSON
Are you excited for the first issue of our magazine to come out?
I am delighted and can’t wait to read it and I know you have worked very hard
on it.
Is there a class which stands out to you, in the last term, as having been
brilliant?
That is really too hard to choose. Every class is very special and stands out to
me for different reasons. They all work incredibly hard (and enjoy lots of fun
too!)
What is your favourite book to read and why?
Adult books – I love the author Lee Child and Nelson de Mille.
Children’s books - David Walliams—makes me laugh out loud when I read
them!
Is there an LSA and a teacher you would put in a class together and why?
I think Mrs Smith and Mrs Read is a combination that could spell disaster for
the school!
What is your favourite ice-cream flavour?
Mint choc chip every time!
Where do you want to go in the summer? And why?
I would love to return to Tuscany in Italy again as I adore the food and sunshine
there.
Would you do the summer fayre again?
Yes – this year we are making it bigger and better with a music festival!!
Do you know everyone’s name in the whole school?
Comment from Mrs Anderson ‘They robustly tested me and I passed (phew!!!)’

